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Implementation: We use the CYPHER query language [10] to
detect common code smells, as illustrated by Listings 1 and 2.
Cypher is a simple but very expressive query language which
allows us to detect complex code smells in a few lines. For
objective code smells, we are only using the structure of
our graph and boolean metrics. For example, the query in
Listing 1 allows us to detect an Internal Getter/Setter. This
query matches two methods from the same class with the first
one calling the second one, flagged as a getter or a setter.

Listing 1. Cypher query to detect Internal Getter/Setter
MATCH (m1:Method)-[:CALLS]->(m2:Method),

(cl:Class)
WHERE (m2.is_setter OR m2.is_getter)
AND cl-[:CLASS_OWNS_METHOD]->m1
AND cl-[:CLASS_OWNS_METHOD]->m2

RETURN m1

For subjective code smells detected by using ratio or interval
scales, we eventually need a threshold to be able to identify
abnormally high values from those that can be considered
as normal [19]. To define such thresholds, we collect all the
values of a given metric for the whole set of analyzed apps,
and we identify outliers by using a Tukey Box plot [48]. For
each metric, we calculate the first quartile (Q1), the third
quartile (Q3), and the distance between Q1 and Q3, which is
called the interquartile range (IQR). All values superior to
Q3 + 1.5 ⇥ IQR are outliers and are considered as HIGH,
whereas values superior to Q3+3⇥IQR are extreme outliers
and are considered as VERY HIGH. PAPRIKA can work with
one or the other thresholds by directly using the calculated
values in code smell requests as presented in Listing 2, in
which the thresholds correspond to the values considered
as HIGH (e.g., lack_of_cohesion_in_methods=25,
number_of_methods=15, numbers_of_attributes=9).

Listing 2. CYPHER query to detect a BLOB class with HIGH thresholds
MATCH (cl:Class)
WHERE cl.lack_of_cohesion_in_methods > HIGH
AND cl.number_of_methods > HIGH
AND cl.number_of_attributes > HIGH

RETURN cl

Here, classes are identified as
BLOB classes whenever the metrics
numbers_of_attributes, number_of_methods,
and lack_of_cohesion_in_methods are HIGH.

However, this threshold-based approach is rather limited
since it is only giving boolean results. In order to give results
closer to human reasoning, we introduced the support for fuzzy
logic in PAPRIKA. For each metric, HIGH and VERY HIGH
are considered as extreme cases of truth (0 and 1) and values
between are used to determine degrees of truth. PAPRIKA uses
jFuzzyLogic [19] to compute the fuzzy value. Fuzzy Control
Language (FCL) files are used to determine the parameters of
the fuzzification. The usage of this statistical method allows
us to set thresholds based on the input dataset and the fuzzy
logic allow us to order the results in a way similar to human
reasoning. Beside for the integrated code smells, PAPRIKA also

allows users to write and execute their own Cypher queries
with or without fuzzy.

IV. VALIDATION

In this section, we present the results of an empirical study
aimed to validate: i) the effectiveness of PAPRIKA in terms
of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 measure; and ii) the
effectiveness of the usage of the fuzzy detection for subjective
code smells. For the analysis of the accuracy, precision, recall
and F1, the results of PAPRIKA were compared with the
developers’ opinions when performing the detection of both
OO and Android-specific code smells on Android apps.

A. Hypotheses
Regarding the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 measure,

we formulated the following hypotheses:
H1. Accuracy: PAPRIKA detection has, at least an accuracy of
75% meaning that more than three quarters of the code smells
occurrences are correctly classified.
H2. Precision: PAPRIKA detection has, at least a precision of
75% meaning that more than three quarters of the detected
code smells are true positives.
H3. Recall: PAPRIKA detection has, at least a recall of 75%
meaning PAPRIKA is able to detect more than three quarters
of the existing code smells.
H4. F1: PAPRIKA detection has, at least a F1 of 75%. F1
measure combines both precision and recall and is a good
estimation of the goodness of a classifier [27]. High values on
F1 means that the analyzed solution combines, simultaneously
both precision and recall.

B. Subjects and Objects
The subjects of our validation study were 14 Android de-

velopers that assessed the presence of Android code smells on
portions of code of real android applications. The participants
of the study were not involved in PAPRIKA development and
were often not aware of the nature of the Android code smells
that they had to analyze.

C. Objects
The objects of the study were the 17 code smells detected

by PAPRIKA described in Section II.

D. Experimental Design
To validate our approach, we asked 14 experts on Android

development to inspect a total of 76 potential occurrences of
code smells extracted from seven open-source apps.

The manual analysis of the complete code source to detect
code smells is an error-prone and time consuming task, so we
decided to evaluate randomly selected positive and negative
instances of code smells provided by PAPRIKA. By negative
instances of code smells, we refer to the section of code in
which a given code smell may be present, but where PAPRIKA
did not detect its occurrence.

First, we analyzed 45 open-source apps downloaded from
the F-Droid repository (https://f-droid.org) with PAPRIKA in
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To	ensure smooth interactions apps	
should run	at	60	Frames per	Second (fps)
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Test	run	context:

UI	Metrics

𝑺𝒎𝒐𝒐𝒕𝒉	𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐

= 1 −
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Detecting UI	Performance	Deviations

• Identify	common	context	patterns	that	induce	outliers
• Help developers to	isolate defective contexts

• Association Rule	Mining (Apriori algorithm)

Examples of	rules:

{sdk=5.1}	=>	Outlier+
{v=1.2,	dev=LG}	=>	E2Outlier-
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4.1
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3.	Synthesizing	Crash	Test	Suites

Consolidated	 Trace
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public void testRun(){

solo.sleep(2000);

solo.clickOnView(solo.getView(215));

solo.sleep(2000);

solo.setWifiData(false);
solo.setMobileData(false);

solo.clickOnMenuItem(“Save Page”);  }

Robotium	Black-box	
test

Button onClick clickOnButton

Activiy onOrientationChange setOrientationActivity

…
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Validations

• Lots	of	interesting insights	in	the	papers based on
•More	than 3,000	apps (some including >100	versions)

•More	than 100	devices

•More	than 500	users (labs,	interviews,	crowdsourcing)	



Questions?
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3. G. Hecht, O. Benomar, R. Rouvoy, N. Moha, L. Duchien: Tracking the Software
Quality of Android Applications Along Their Evolution. ASE’15

4. M. Gómez, R. Rouvoy, B. Adams, L. Seinturier: Reproducing Context-sensitive
Crashes of Mobile Apps using CrowdsourcedMonitoring. MOBILESoft’16

5. G. Hecht, R. Rouvoy, N. Moha: An Empirical Study of the Performance Impacts
of Android Code Smells. MOBILESoft’16

6. M. Gómez, R. Rouvoy, B. Adams, L. Seinturier: Mining test repositories for
automatic detection of UI performance regressions in Android apps. MSR’16


